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About This Game

Risk of Rain is an action platformer with roguelike elements. With permanent death as a primary feature, players will have
to play their best to get as far as possible. Fight on a mysterious planet with randomly spawning enemies and bosses, either

alone or with 3 friends in online co-op. With over 100 items at your disposal, you will find the tools you need to find the
teleporter back home. Discover a myriad of randomly chosen stages, from the desolate forest to the frozen tundra.

The three main goals for our game are simple:

  1. Design a game that is randomly generated every play-through, to keep replayability high and fresh.

  2. Time = difficulty. The higher the in-game time gets, the harder the difficulty gets. Keeping a sense of urgency keeps the
game exciting!

  3. Be enjoyable, regardless of whether you win or lose. No more fussing with complex and non-intuitive gameplay patterns.
Players should not blame the game for their loss!

''..joy comes from amassing items, gaining experience and watching your character evolve into a godly killing machine.'' - Joystiq

''This game is immaculate. The enemy design, the sound effects, the powers, the fights, all of it feels wonderful.'' - Eurogamer

"..a ridiculously compelling procedurally generated side-scrolling platform survivor-me-do, with multiple characters to play as,
single and co-op play, and some of the hardest-hitting deaths I've experienced in such games" - RockPaperShotgun
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Key Features

Engage in local and online multiplayer with friends and other players from around the world!

Play and unlock 12 unique characters, from the Commando to the Miner to the Engineer.

Fight through hordes of different enemies and bosses, randomly chosen by the game with random abilities and powers.

Get lost and discover 10 massive levels with different enemies, shrines, and chests on each one!

Recruit the help of a wide variety of drones, from missile drones to healing drones!

Unlock the lore of the game through the item and monster logs!

Unlock new items and characters through difficult achievements to keep the game fresh with each playthrough.

Save your best highscores and stats!
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Love this game. Lost for 250 hours there. Risk of Rain is the beloved indie classic that put Hopoo Games on the map, a
masterpiece suitable for anyone who likes platformers and\/or rogue-likes.

It's endlessly fresh even as you slowly progress on long-term unlocks and achievements. The powerups and endless combinations
of builds are really exciting, and the different classes are also fun to play and unlock. The gameplay itself is simply thrilling and
engrossing, and this is the sort of game that can easily eat up an hour in a deep run. Time flies when you're having fun!
Honorable mention to Chris Christodoulou for a truly amazing soundtrack that adds considerably to the mood - he has set the
expectations very high for his work in RoR2, which remains to be seen at time of writing.

I got this game through a unique purchase, picking up a 4-pack on a deep sale for only $7.49 - definitely one of the best buys
out there on sale, and my friends enjoy it too!. Risk of Rain is simply the best.

It gets your endorphins moving, gets you smiling, and makes you very upset when you clearly lack skills. When you do manage
to make your skills work though, you can still get destroyed by the right combo of bosses.

Unless of course you only use Glass and Command, in which case the game is a piece of cake and all achievements can be
gotten solo EASY. Like,  REALLY easy. If you want a challenge, either play with all or none of the artifacts.. Too hard,
and not in an interesting way. I want to like it. I play many "hard" roguish games like Teleglitch, Cogmind, Darkest
Dungeon, and Sword of the Stars: The Pit. This is just stupid. The mobs get ridiculous very quickly(by the second level
it takes upwards of 20-30 shots to kill a mob). The levels can generate badly leaving you in a hole, or unable to reach the
teleporter, or backtracking for 3-4 minutes which sharply raises the difficulty(as per the built-in mechanic). You have
to fight the bosses while dodging dozens of mobs, and activating the boss quickly is the "easiest" way to do it.
Definitely a masochists game--not for me.. TotalBiscuit was right, this game is bloody difficult.

I have a VERY short amount of gameplay on this, but figure I'd give a review for anyone looking AFTER playing
RoR2.

I love Risk of Rain 2. I love this game. Both are fantastic. This game is easily the hardest of the two.

I highly recommend picking this up because it has such a different gameplay feel to it. Just be ready to die. A lot.
. it's a classic and incredibly cheap, give it a whirl with some friends for a good time. more content than risk of rain 2..
Risk of Rain is a bit wonky.

It's a lot of you standard rougue like fair, on top of a pixelated two-d side scroller. The main focus is on time and
completing things fast as possible. The longer you take, the stronger your enemies get comparitively. You can explore
for items, but there's a trade off. It's an interesting risk reward mechanic if not a little stressfull.

 The first fifteen to twenty minutes of every game delivers on this core idea and its great. The issue come as you move
into the more mid to late game from twenty minutes to lets say no more than an hour for a game. In this period, the
enemies get bloated. Upgrades are mostly focused on utility, so your damage doesn't scale with the enemy health bars.
It goes from solid game play to a frustrating bullet hell where you are looping around easy patterns and scoring the
easy hits. Despite how the trailers look, I found the game play extremely meticulous, rather than frantic.

It's still a cute game though. The presentation is great. There's plenty of characters and upgrades to unlock. And it is
fun in short bursts.

The real issue here is that it doesn't stand up to other rouge-likes. There are a crap-ton of great games in the genre, and
I can think of at least five off the top of my head that are better. So I would recommend this game to people who are
fans of the genre and are looking for something new. Go play the other games first, then come back to this one when
you need a breath of fresh air or something new.

Please note, I am unable to comment on the co-op, which is probably a big plus. Not the only rouge-like with co-op, but
they mostly don't have it.
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6\/10. Hello son or daughter, i see you found this game and wanted a review that would tell you the good, bad, and ugly.
well lucky or you this game is very \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing good, outstanding MOBAlite RNG fest that fills the
screen with visual pollution, however this is by design. you can loop forever if you wish, or you can speed run this
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 like its TBOI. Risk of rain has 10 characters to play as and Enforcer...who you will
not play unless your a memelord. nifty style, hidden lore, ace design, and an outstanding soundtrack. I have personally
bought this game twice for pc and ps4, I have also bought risk of rain 2...and so should you.. A great game for playing
while listening to podcasts, and probably the best roguelike I've played. It has a perfect amount of variation, with every
playthrough feeling familiar, but still being different enough to be exciting. It's also simple enough that you barely
need to think while playing it, which is a great thing for when listening to podcasts.
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